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Steven2 weeks ago

Poor old Harry , you gotta feel for him....... NOT !!!

thumb_up Replyreply

Rob2 weeks ago

Betcha Harry doesn't live in one of his 'luxury' apartments.
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Craig2 weeks ago

I think they will end up paying less , so many new units vacant that developers are dropping prices at a rate
of knots , pandemic has seen alot of the overseas investors disappear , good story though 
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ROCHELLE2 weeks ago

who will buy them? There are so many overpriced units sitting vacant in Sydney. I hope that these greedy
developers get stuck with them. Enough is enough, Sydney is getting to be the most over priced ghetto in the
world. Meriton, Mirvac and other developers have ruined Sydney with the help of the State Government.
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Michael2 weeks ago

Pagewood Green anything but green, ugly, ugly ugly!
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Craig2 weeks ago

The only thing green is the golf course across the road 
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John2 weeks ago

Harry, at almost 90 isn’t 17 billion enough for you?
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Jacko2 weeks ago

If he thinks NSW is bad, he should try the ACT. Diabolical just does come close to describing the mess that
is the ACT Planning & Approval process.
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Ricardo2 weeks ago

Developers would build a block of flats over the top of Martin place if they thought they could get away with
it.
The planning system does need to be more consistent and fair but there does need to be checks and balances
so the community expectations are met. As an example, instead of building concrete canyons along our major
rail and road corridors perhaps it was time for a new metropolis somewhere on the south or north coast. Why
does it all have to be in Sydney.
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Rob2 weeks ago

Harry - check domain.  There are thousands of vacant units.
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Rob2 weeks ago

The Greater Sydney Commissions plans of high rise over railway stations so we can all commute into the
city is finished.  COVID has shown us we don't all need to work in the CBDs.  Time to buy house and land
rather than air rights.  The government needs to release house and land space rather than approving ugly
residential towers.  maybe Harry's business model is finished.
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Tony2 weeks ago

Poor Harry Triguboff still hasn't made enough money
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Craig2 weeks ago

Asking price may go up but will buyers pay it?
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dave2 weeks ago (Edited)

These ugly oversized blocks are ugly.. Pagewood looks gross.And now his doing his best to destroy little bay
on the coast.. On the Gold goast his building across the road at surfers.. At 1pm the sun is gone from the
building .. It's going to be a beach without sunlight sooner then latter..
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